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ABSTRACT 
The Fredholm theory for compact operators on a non-archimedean Banach space E, as recently 
developed by W. Schikhof, does not work if the hypothesis of the completeness of E is dropped. 
This observation led the authors to introduce two new ideals of operators between non- 
archimedean normed spaces which, in the case of Banach spaces coincide with the ideal of the com- 
pact operators. They also investigate in various ways the possible equality of the three operator 
ideals. 
Q 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Throughout this paper K is a non-archimedean (n.a.) nontrivially valued, 
complete field with valuation 1 - I. If not stated otherwise E (resp. F) denote 
normed spaces over K with unit ball BE (resp. BF), BE = {x E E : llxjl< 1). The 
space of the continuous linear mappings from E to F is denoted by L(E, F). 
If TEL,(E, F) we write Q for the quotient map Q : E-+E/N(T) and 
T: E/N(T)-rF for the canonical continuous injection. By F: 8-E we mean 
the extension of T to the completions of E and F. If A is a subset of E we denote 
by [A] the vector space spanned by A. Remark that, if A is absolutely convex 
[A] = KA. For an absolutely convex subset A of E we denote by PA the 
Minkowskifunctionalon [A]. I.e. for~E[A],p~(x)=inf (1121 :xeIZA}. IfA is 
bounded then pA is a norm on [A]. We then denote by EA the space [A] 
normed by p,. If the space EA is complete then the set A is called completing. 
Just as in the classical theory we have that every complete, absolutely convex, 
bounded subset of E is completing (see e.g. [5], p. 97). We discuss the converse 
in 0 5. 
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For all further basic notions and notations concerning normed spaces we 
refer to [9]. 
1.2. Let E be a Banach space, T: E+E a compact operator (i.e. T(B& is 
compactoid in E) and I the identity on E. Then one of the important results 
proved in Fredholm theory (see [8], 5.1) is that R(T+ I) is closed. 
The next example shows that this result no longer holds if E is not complete. 
EXAMPLE. If (e,) is the canonical basis of co we denote by c, the vector 
space [er, et, . . . , e,, . . . ] with the norm induced by co. 
Take E = c, and fix a sequence (cz,,) E co with O< lo, 1 C 1, for all n EN. 
Define T:coo+coo by T((x,))=(~,“=,x,,alxl ,..., a,-,~,-, ,... ). Then it is 
easy to see that T transforms the unit ball of c, into a compactoid subset of 
c,. But R(T-I) is not closed (e, ER(T-I) \R(T-I)). 
1.3. The observation made in 1.2 led the authors to look for a class of 
operators between normed non-complete spaces for which the Fredholm theory 
is valid and such that in the case of Banach spaces these operators coincide with 
the compact operators as defined in [9] (see 1.2). 
In this paper we introduce these operators, study their ideal structure and the 
equalities between the operator ideals thus obtained. 
We also show that for these operators the difficulty appearing in 1.2 does not 
exist (see 2.13). In fact, in a forthcoming paper we shall show that a Fredholm 
theory for these operators can be developed even in the more general situation 
of locally convex spaces. 
0 2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. Let T: E+ F be a linear operator. 
i) T is called compact if T(B,) is compactoid and if T(B&, the closure in F, 
is complete. 
The set of all compact operators from E to F will be denoted by C(E, F). 
ii) T is called semi-compact if there exists in F a compactoid, completing 
subset D such that T(Bs) c D. 
This definition was suggested by Gruson in [3] p. 92) 
The set of all semi-compact operators from E to F will be denoted by 
SC(E, F). 
iii) T is called compactoid if T(B,) is compactoid. 
The set of all compactoid operators from E to F is denoted by CO(E, F). 
2.2. PROPOSITION 
i) .9(E, F) C C(E, F) C SC(E, F) C CO(E, F) C L(E, F), where 9(E, F) stands 
for the finite rank continuous linear operators from E to F. ___ ___ 
ii) 9(E, F) = C(E, F) = SC(E, F) = CO(E, F), the closures being taken in 
L(E,F) with the norm topology. 
iii) Zf F is a Banach space then C(E, F) = SC(E, F) = CO(E, F). 
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PROOF. i) and iii) follow immediately from the definition. For ii) we first 
prove that CO(E,F) is closed in L(E,F). Let (7’J be a sequence in CO(E,F) 
with lim, T, = TE L(E, F). Then, since 11 F- Tn II= 11 T- T,, (I, lim, T,, = p in 
Z&p). Hence F$CO(Z?,E) (cf. [9], 4.39) and therefore TECO(E,F) (see 
[2] 3.2). 
Let TE CO(E,F) and take e>O. Since T(B,) is compactoid in F there exists 
a finite-dimensional subspace D in F such that T(B,)CD + yBF with 
OC IyI <e/2. Now T(E)E is a Banach space of countable type. So, by [9] 3.16, 
there exists a projection P of T(E)P onto D with IIP I/ 5 2. 
Putting S= PO T and Z= the identity operator on T(E)E we have that for 
x~B~thereexist.sy~Dwith IIT(~/rI~l.Thisgivesforx~B~\I(T-S)(x)/= 
=~I(P-Z)(T(~))~~=II(P-Z)(T(X)-~)~~~~~P-ZI~IIT(X)-~~~~~~~~<~, which proves 
that TE S(E, F). 
We now give examples which show that, in general the inclusions in 2.2 i) are 
strict, but that some (all) of the inclusions may be equalities even when F is not 
complete. 
2.3. EXAMPLE. Take T: coo-+co: (x,)+(a,x,,) with (a,)cco, cr,#O for all n 
and let F be any non-complete normed space. Define 
S:coo-‘coxF:x+(T(x),O). 
Then S is a compact operator with infinite dimensional rank between two non- 
complete normed spaces. 
2.4. EXAMPLE. We fix a sequence a = (a,) E co such that 1 > loi I> IozI > .a.. 
For x=(x,) E co we put llxlla = max, Jcr,x,l. Then (co, II . II,) is a normed in- 
complete space and A = {(x,,) E co : Ix, I I 1, n = 1,2, v-e> is a compactoid com- 
pleting subset of (co, (( . II,). 
Define T: (CO, II . II,)-(CO, II - IlO): (x + ,A ( a,~,). Then, if B, denotes the unit 
ball in (co, I/ ’ llQ), T(B,)cA but T(B,) is not complete. 
(If ak=((Y;‘,,;‘,..., &O,O ,...) 
then (T(d)) is a non-convergent Cauchy sequence in T(B,)). 
2.5. LEMMA. There exists no norm on c, for which c, is complete. 
PROOF. Suppose there is a norm (I . I/ on c, such that (coo, (I e II) is complete. 
For nENput Dn=[e,,ez,..., e,]. Then D, is closed for all n and c, = U, D, . 
Then apply the Baire category theorem. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Fix (a,) E co such that a,, #O, for all n, and define 
T: coo+c,: (x,)-‘&,x,). 
Then, obviously, TE CO(cW, coo) and [T(B,)] = c,. By the lemma there is no 
completing subset of cc,,, containing T(B,). So T is not semi-compact. 
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2.7. EXAMPLE. Take F=coo. Then 
i) &!?, F) = C(E, F) = SC(E, F), for all E normed. 
and 
ii) 4r(E, F) = C(E, F) = SC(E, F) = CO(E, F) = L(E, F), for all E Banach. 
PROOF 
i) If A is a subset of ccc, with dim [A] = 00 then [A] is, as a vector space, 
isomorphic to c, and so, by 2.5, there is no norm on [A] for which [A] is com- 
plete. It follows that TcSC(E,F) only if dim [T&)1< m. I.e. if Te$(E,F). 
ii) Let E be any Banach space and TcL(E, cm). Since E/N(T) is com- 
plete it follows from the Baire category theorem that dim E/N(T)< 00 or 
dim E/ZV( T) > x0. Hence dim E/N(T) < 00 which implies TE $(E, F). 
Next we characterize the semi-compact and compact operators between the 
compactoid operators. 
2.8. LEMMA. If TE L(E, F) and A is a completing subset of E then T(A) is 
a completing subset of F. 
PROOF. Obviously T(A) is absolutely convex and bounded. So it is left to 
prove that FTcA, is complete. Consider T, = T 1 EA : EA + FTcA,. Then Tl is 
linear, surjective, continuous and open. Since EA is complete, so is FTtAJ. 
2.9. COROLLARY. If E is complete then SC(E, F) = CO(E, F) for all F. 
PROOF. Since E is complete, BE is completing in E. Then apply 2.8. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Zf TE SC(E, F) then there exists a Banach space X and 
SeL(E,X),IeSC(X,F) such that T=IoS. 
PROOF. Let D be a compactoid completing subset of F such that T(BE) CD. 
Take X=F, and let I be the canonical injection from FD into F. Then IE 
E SC(F,, F). Let SE L(E, FD) be defined by S(x) = T(x), then T= 10s. 
2.11. THEOREM 
i) TeSC(E,F)o TeCO(E,F) and F(BE)cF. 
ii) TE C(E, F) o TE CO(E, F) and m)E~ F. 
PROOF 
i) Let TE SC(E,F). By 2.2 i) it is left to prove that F(BE)CF or, 
equivalently that p(E^)cF. With the notation of 2.10, T=IoS so p=fo$. For 
x E g, p(x) = f@(x)) E F because s(x) E X since X is complete. 
Conversely, if TE CO(E,F) then ~‘ECO(E,E) (see [2], 3.2) and by the 
assumption we obtain F’E CO@, F). Finally, by 2.9 it follows that F’E SC@, F) 
and SO T= i;( EESC(E,F). 
ii) Let TE C(E, F). By 2.2 i) it is left to prove that mEcF. Now -- 
Yf(Bg) = F((Bf) Cm’= T(B#. Hence mEC T(B,$. Moreover, since 
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- - 
T(R/ is complete, it is closed in p, and so T(Z3E)F= T(B,)‘. This gives 
@$c T(B& F. - - 
Conversely, let TE CO(E,F). Since T(B#= T(BE)‘nF, we have by the - - 
assumption T(BE)EC?@$ECF. So T(BE)F= T(BE)’ which means that 
T(BE)’ is complete. 
2.12. THEOREM. Let TE L(E,F). Then 
i) TE CO(E, F) e T 1 DE CO(D, F) for every D, subspace of countable type 
of E. 
ii) TE SC(E, F) o T 1 DE SC(D, F) for every D, subspace of countable type 
of E. 
iii) TE C(E, F) o T ) D E C(D, F) for every D, subspace of countable type of E. 
PROOF. All the implications from left to right follow directly from the fact 
that T(Bb)C T(B,). We now prove the converses. 
i) If T(B,) is not compactoid in F then, by [l] 1.3, it is not compactoid in 
Z? Hence (see [9] 4.37) there exists in T(B,) a t-orthogonal sequence (T(x,)), 
(x,,) C BE, 0 < t < 1 which does not tend to zero. Put D = [xi, x2, . . .] c E, then D 
is of countable type and (T(x,)) is a t-orthogonal sequence in Bb which does 
not tend to zero. So T(Bb) is not compactoid in F, which is a contradiction. 
ii) By i) and 2.2 i) we know already that TE CO(E,F). So, by 2.11 i), it 
is left to prove that F(E) CF. Take XE Z? and let (x,) be a sequence in E 
with lim, x, =x. Take for D the subspace [xi, x2, . ..] of E. Then 
TI = T 1 DE SC(D, F) which, again by 2.11 i) implies $ (fi) C F. Now x E d and 
therefore F(x) = F,(x) E F. 
iii) As in ii) we know already, by i) and 2.2 i) that TE CO(E, F). Then, by 
2.11 ii) it is left to prove that ?@$‘cF. Now T(BE) = T($)c?&)~= -- 
=T(BE)‘. So we only need to show that T(B&‘cF. Take YE T(BE)F and 
let (x,)C BE be such that y = lim, T(x,). Take for D the subspace [x1,x2, . ..I 
of E. Then, by assumption, T(Bb)F is complete, hence closed in E. Hence 
T(Bo)F=mE, and we are done. 
We finish this section by showing that the problem mentioned in 1.2 (see also 
1.3) does not arise when we restrict ourselves to semi-compact operators. 
2.13. PROPOSITION. If E is a normed space and TE SC(E, E) then R(T+ I) 
is closed in E. 
PROOF. By 2.2 i) TE CO(E, E) and by [2] 3.2, FE CO@,,!?). Hence, see [8] 
5.1, R(T+I^) is closed in&. If we prove that R(T+f)nECR(T+Z), we have 
R(~+I^)nE=R(T+Z)whichshowsthatR(T+Z)isclosedinE.So,takex~~ 
such that T(x) +XE E. Since TE SC(E, E), it follows from 2.11 i) that p(x) E E 
and therefore also XE E. Hence T(x) +XE R(T+Z). 
2.14. REMARK. TECO(E,E) and R(T+Z) is closed in E do not imply that 
TE SC(E, E). 
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Indeed take E = c, and T: cm-, ccc as in example 2.6. This T is not semi- 
compact but T+Z is surjective, so R(T+Z) is closed in coo. 
$3.THEIDEALSTRUCTUREOFTHECOMPACTANDSEMI-COMPACTOPERATORS 
It is known that the compactoid operators form an ideal, in the sense of 
Pietsch [4], which is injective and surjective. We show that this is also the case 
for the compact and the semi-compact operators. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. For all normed spaces E, F the sets C(E, F) and SC(E, F) 
are vector subspaces of L(E, F). 
PROOF 
a) If TE SC(E, F) and SE SC(E, F) then T+ SE CO(E, F). Moreover 
(T+ S)* = p+ S and (F+ $)(BE) C T(Z3g) + S(BE) c F. From 2.11 i) it follows 
that T+ SE SC(E, F). 
b) If TE C(E, F) and SE C(E, F) then 
- - 
where Ae stands for the edged hull of A (see [6] 1.b). By [7] 1.4 ii), the set - - 
(S(B& + T(B&)e is complete. Then so is (S+ T)(B,). The rest of the proof is 
trivial. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let E, El, F, F, be normed spaces and let R E L(E,, E), 
SE L(F, F;). Then 
i) TE SC(E, F) implies So To R E SC(E,, F,). 
ii) Te C(E, F) implies So ToR E C(E,, F,). 
PROOF 
i) Let D be a compactoid completing subset of F such that T(B,) c D. Then 
there exists ), EK such that 
(So ToR)(&,) C A(So T)(B,) c AS(D) 
and by 2.8 S(D) is completing in Fl. So So ToR ESC(E~,F,). 
ii) As in i) (So To R)(B& c A(So T)(B,) c AS(T(B,)) c (AS(T(B,)))’ and, 
by [7] 1.4 i), this last set is complete. So (So To R)(B,,) is complete and 
SOTOREC(E,,F,). 
3.3. LEMMA. Let F be a closed subspace of the normed space G. Zf D is a 
completing subset of G then D n F is a completing subset of F. 
PROOF. We only have to prove that FDnF is complete. Let (x,) be a Cauchy 
sequence in F,,,. Then (x,,) is also a Cauchy sequence in Gn and so it con- 
verges in Gn (*). Put x = lim, x,, . Then also x= lim, x,, in G and, since F is 
closed, XE F. It is now left to prove that XE [D tl F] and that lim, x, =x in 
FDnF. Choose e>O (E= la],a~K). By (*) there exists an no such that 
x-x,~aD for nrno. So (x-x,)EafDr)F) for nzno and we are done. 
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3.4. PROPOSITION 
i) The ideal of the compact operators between normed spaces is injective and 
surjective. 
ii) The same holds for the ideal of the semi-compact operators. 
PROOF 
i-a) For the injectivity we have to prove the following: Let E, F, G be norm- 
ed spaces, F a closed subspace of G, I: F-+G the canonical injection. If 
TE L(E, F) is such that IO TE C(E, G), then TE C(E, F). 
Proof. (IO T)(&) is compactoid in G. BY [l] 1.4, T(B,) is compactoid in F. 
Moreover, since F is closed, (IO T)(BE)’ = T(B,#. Since (IO T)(B&’ is com- 
plete, so is T(BE)F. This proves that TE C(E, F). 
i-b) For the surjectivity we have to prove the following: Let E, F, G be 
normed spaces, G a closed subspace of E, Q: E+E/G the quotient map. If 
SE L(E/G, F) is such that So Q E C(E, F), then SE C(E/G, F). 
Proof. There exists II E K, In]> 1 such that BE,GC ?rQ(BE). Then 
s&/G) c n(S” QWd. Since 0 o QW,d is compactoid, so is S(B& and 
since (SoQ)(BE) is complete, so is S(B,,o). This means that SE C(E/G, F). 
ii-a) Let E, F, G and Z be as in i) - a) and suppose T E L(E, F) is such that 
IO TE SC(E, G). Let D be a compactoid completing subset of G such that 
(lo T)(B,)cD. Then D fl F is compactoid in F ([l], 1.4) and completing in F 
by 3.3. Finally T(B,) C D f7 F, which finishes the proof. 
ii-b) Let E, F, G and Q be as in i) - b) and let SE L(E/G, F) be such that 
So Q E SC(E, F). Let D be a completing compactoid subset of F for which 
(So Q)(B& CD. Then, as in i) - b), S(B,/o) C nS(Q(B,)) C nD. So SE 
E SC(E/G, F). 
Q 4. MORE ABOUT THE EQUALITY SC(E,F)=CO(E,F) 
4.1. We know that 
i) If F is complete then SC(E, F)= CO(E, F), for all E (see 2.2) 
and 
ii) If E is complete then SC(E, F)= CO(E, F), for all F (see 2.9) 
This section is devoted to the investigation of the converses of i) and ii). It 
turns out that the converse of i) holds (Theorem 4.4) but that the converse of 
ii) is not true in general (Example 4.5). We then give a sufficient condition on 
E under which the converse of ii) does hold (proposition 4.6) and we 
characterize the completions of the spaces E satisfying this condition (pro- 
position 4.8). 
4.2. LEMMA. Zf (A,) ecO then there exist (a,) ECU, (A) cc0 such that I.,, = 
=a,&, for all nEN. 
PROOF. Left to the reader. 
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4.3. LEMMA. If E is a Banach space of countable type and X is a dense 
subspace of E with dim X5x0, then there exists for each t ~(0,l) a t- 
orthogonal basis (x,,) of E for which x,, E X for all n. 
PROOF. The same as in [9] 3.16 ii). 
4.4. THEOREM. If SC(E, F) = CO(E, F), for all E, then F is complete. 
PROOF. Suppose F is not complete. Take x E E \ F and (x,) c F with lim, = x 
in p. Take further E= [x1,x2, . ..I”. By 4.3 there exists a l/Zorthogonal basis 
(y,,) of E with yn E [x1,x2, . . . 1, for all n. Moreover one can assume that 1 I 
llynII I r, for all n and for some r> 1. Now XE E and so x can be written as 
x= C,,&,y, with lim,&,=O. Let &=a,&,, n=l,2,..., as in 4.2 and define 
T:coo-F:(y,)+ C,,y,&y,. Then, since (B,)Ec~, TECO(C~,F)=SC(C~,F). 
Also F:c,+E maps (y,)ocO into p((y,))= C,, y,&y,,. Now 
fh,))= C %P,Y,,= CLY,=XE~\F. 
n n 
So we have TE CO(c,, F) but F(co) is not contained in F. By 2.11 this means 
that TeSC(c,,F) which is a contradiction. 
4.5. EXAMPLE. There exists a normed, non complete space E such that 
SC(E, F)= CO(E,F), for all F. 
PROOF. Suppose K is not spherically complete and take G= (lo/co). Let 
E# G be a dense subspace of G and let F be any normed space. Then 
CO(E, F) = { 0) b ecause all the continuous linear finite rank operators on E are 
zero. So (0) = SC(E, F) = CO(E, F). 
4.6. PROPOSITION. If there is an injective SE CO@, co) then 
SC(E, F) = CO(E, F), for all F, implies that E is complete. 
PROOF. Suppose E is not complete and take XE l? \ E. Let S E CO@, co) be as 
in the assumption, put F= S(E) and denote by T: E+F the restriction of S to 
E. Then TE CO(E, F) = SC(E, F). But F(x) $ F because F= S is injective. By 
2.11 i) this means that T is not semi-compact which is a contradiction. 
4.7. REMARK. In the preceding proposition we can replace “for all F” by 
“for all F of countable type”. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach space with dim E= 00. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
i) There exists an injective TE CO(E, co). 
ii) There exists in E’ a sequence that separates the points of E. 
iii) There exists an injective TE L(E, I “). 
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iv) For every Banach space F, with dim F= 50, there exists an injective TE 
E CO(E, F). 
v) There exists an injective TE CO(E, E). 
vi) There exists a Banach space F, with dim F= 03, and an injective TE 
E CO(E, F) 
If E is a polar space such that E’ has the Hahn-Banach extension property, 
in particular, if K is spherically complete then each of these conditions is 
equivalent to 
vii) E is isomorphic to a subspace of 1”. 
(Remark that always vii) a iii)). 
PROOF. iv) = v), v) a vi) and vii) g iii) are obvious. 
i) a ii). Let T be as in i). By [2] 3.8, there exists in E’ a sequence (f,) such 
that for x E E: T(x) = (f,(x)) E co. If xf 0 then T(x) # 0 and therefore there is a 
~EZV such that fk(x) #O. This proves ii). 
ii)aiii). Take (f,)CE’as in ii) and put X=[fi,f2,...]cE’. As (E,X) is 
a dual pair of vector spaces we have that E = (X, 0(X, E))’ and therefore 
dim X= 00 which implies that X is isomorphic to co. So X’ is isomorphic to 
1”. Let Z:X’-+ 1” denote this isomorphism. 
Consider now the canonical map j,. *E-E” defined by j,(x)(f)=f(x), 
XE E, f E E’. This map is injective by ii) and continuous by [9] p. 60. Consider 
also the restriction map R : EN-+X’: f-f 1 X. Obviously R EL(E”,X’). Put S= 
=ROjE:E-+X’. If S(x)=0 then j,(x)(f)=f(x)=O, forfeX. By ii)x=O and 
thus is S injective. 
Finally T=ZoS is the required continuous injection from E into 1”. 
iii) a iv). Let F be as in iv) and X a closed subspace of F isomorphic to co. 
Let I: co-+X stand for the isomorphism and J: X-, F for the canonical injec- 
tion. Let T be as in iii) and take (a,) E co with a, #O, for all n. Then the linear 
map S: l”-+co: (&)-+(&,ar,) is compactoid and injective. Hence .ZoZoSo T is 
the operator required in iv). 
vi) * i). Let F and T be as in vi) then the mapping T: E-t R(T)c F is in- 
jective. Moreover T(B,) is compactoid in R(T) because it is compactoid in F. 
Finally R(T) is of countable type and dim R(T) = m. So R(T) is isomorphic to 
co and we are done. 
iii) * vii). If E is a polar space then, by [6] 9.2, the inverse of j, is a con- 
tinuous map j,(E)+E. If moreover E’ has the Hahn-Banach extension pro- 
perty then the restriction map R (in ii) 4 iii)) is surjective and hence open. Then 
R oj, is an isomorphism from E into 1”. 
Remark that, in order to prove iii) = vii), it is sufficient to assume that E is 
polar and that E’ possessess the property (*) of Van Rooij (see [lo] p. 57). 
4.9. REMARK. It follows from 4.6 and 4.8 i) e ii) that whenever there is in 
E’ a sequence that separates the points of E we have: 
“SC(E, F) = CO(E, F) for all Fa E is complete” 
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Problem: Give an example of a normed incomplete space E for which 
a) E’ separates the points of E but no sequence in E’ does 
and 
b) SC(E, F) = CO(E,F) for all normed spaces F. 
5 5. MORE ABOUT THE EQUALITY C(E,F)=SC(E,F) 
5.1. We know that: (compare with 4.1) 
i) If F is complete then C(E, F) = SC(E, F), for all E (see 2.2 iii)) 
but 
ii) The completeness of E does not imply that 
(*) C(E, F) = SC(E, F), for all F 
In fact, it turns out (proposition 5.3) that in a wide range of cases (*) only 
holds in the trivial situation where dim EC 00. 
5.2. LEMMA. Suppose E is complete. If E has a complemented subspace 
isomorphic to co then there exist a normed space F and an operator 
T E SC(E, F) \ C(E, F) 
PROOF 
a) Take ((w,) E co such that la, 1 I 1, n = 1,2, . . . . Then, as before, the 
operator T: co+co : (x,)+ (a,,~,,) is compactoid. Let Tl be the mapping 
T from co to R(T). Then Tl is still compactoid ([l] 1.4) and, by 2.9, Tl E 
E SWo, WV. 
However Tl $ C(c,,R(T)). Indeed, put xk = (at, . . . , ok, 0,0, . ..). Then (xk) is a 
Cauchy sequence in T, (B,,) which does not converge in R(T) so certainly not 
in T,(B,,). Hence m is not complete. 
(b) Take F=R(T) as in a) and let X be the complemented subspace of E 
isomorphic to co. Denote by P the continuous linear projection from E onto 
X and by Z the isomorphism from X onto co. Since E and X are complete and 
P is surjective, there exists, by the open mapping theorem, I E K such that 
P(B,) 1 ABx. Take now T: co +R(T)=F as in a) and put S= ToZoP:E+F. 
Then, by a) and 3.2 i), S is semi-compact. Also S(BE) =(Tol)(P(B&)> 
>A T(I(Bx)) 1 A,uT(B,,), for some ,u E K. Now T(B,) is not complete. Hence 
S(BE) cannot be complete. So S is not compact. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. If E is a Banach space with a basis, in particular if the 
valuation on K is discrete, then C(E,F) =SC(E,F) for all F implies that 
dimE<c=. 
PROOF. If dim E= 00 then E contains a complemented subspace isomorphic 
to co. Now apply 5.2. 
5.4. We now turn to the converse of 5.1. Since this converse is not true in 
general, as is shown by example 2.7, we shall characterize those normed spaces 
F for which C(E, F) = SC(E, F) for all E and discuss this characterization. 
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5.5. THEOREM. Given a normed space F, the following are equivalent 
i) C(E, F) = SC(E, F) for ail E. 
ii) C(D, F) = SC(D, F) for all normed spaces D of countable type. 
iii) C(c,, F) = CO(cO, F). 
iv) If A is a compactoid, completing subset of F then AF is complete. 
PROOF 
i) = iv). Let A be as in iv) and take E = FA . Then 
{~EE:~~(x)<~}cAc{~EE:~~(x)I~)=B~. 
So the canonical injection I: E+ F is compactoid and since E is complete, it is 
semi-compact (see 2.9). By i), Z is compact and so I(B# is complete. Since 
I(A) cI(B,), AF=Z(A)r is complete as well. 
iv) =. iii). By 2.2 i) we only have to prove that CO(c,,, F)C C(c,,, F). Take 
TE CO(q,, F). Then, by 2.9, T(B,) is contained in a compactoid, completing 
subset A of F. By iv) AF is complete and therefore T(B,,)r is complete as well. 
So TE C(c,, F). 
iii) a ii). Let D be an infinite dimensional normed space of countable type. 
By 2.2 i) we only have to prove that SC(D, F)C C(D,F). Take 
TESC(D,F)CCO(D, F). Hence, by 2.11 i), F maps d into F and, by [2] 3.2, 
F’E CO@, F). Now fi is isomorphic to co. Let I: co-B denote this isomor- 
phism. Then, FOZE CO(co, F) = C(c,, F), by iii). Also there exists A EK such 
that Z(B,) >LB,. This gives T(Bn)C T(BB)cL-‘(ToI)( Since (ToZ)(B,,,)” 
is complete, so is T(Bn)r and we are done. 
ii) a i). This follows directly from 2.12. 
5.6. PROPOSITION 
i) If E and F satisfy one of the equivalent conditions in theorem 5.5, then so 
does E x F. 
ii) If E satisfies one of the equivalent conditions in theorem 5.5, then so does 
every closed subspace of E. 
PROOF 
i) We prove that CO(co, E x F) C C(co, E x F). Take TE CO(co, E x F) and 
let P, (resp. P2) denote the projection from ExF onto E (resp. F). Then 
Pi 0 TE CO(co, E) = C(c,, E) and P20 TE CO(co, F) = C(c,, F). Now 
TV&,) c (PI o TW,) x P2 o TWc,,) 
and this last set is complete. Hence, so is T(B,,). 
ii) Let G be a closed subspace of E and let A be a compactoid and com- 
pleting subset of G. Then A is compactoid in E and, since EA = GA, A is 
completing in E. By the assumption AE is complete, therefore AG=AE is 
complete. 
5.7. Proposition 5.6 enables us to provide lots of examples of non-complete 
normed spaces F for which (*) C(E, F) = SC(E, F) for all E, or for which it does 
not hold. Indeed, 
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-For every Banach space F and for c, (see 2.7) (*) is satisfied. So all the 
products coo x F and each of their closed subspaces satisfy (*). 
-For arc,, the space (co, 11. 11,) does not satisfy (*), (see 2.4). So every 
normed space that contains (co, 11 aII,) as a closed subspace, does not satisfy 
(*I. 
5.8. FINAL REMARK. We have seen that the conditions of theorem 5.5 do 
not imply the completeness of F. But also the stronger condition “every com- 
pactoid completing subset of E is complete” does not imply the completeness 
of F. We shall show indeed that every infinite dimensional Banach space F con- 
tains a compactoid non-complete, completing subset. The proof is based on a 
lemma which we state in a more general form than we need because we think 
it is of some interest in itself. 
LEMMA. Let n E K, /ICI > 1 be the generator of lK*l if the valuation on K is 
discrete and any element of K with valuation strictly greater than one otherwise. 
For TgL(E, F) put T(B,) = C and T(B,,,,,,) =A. Then for XE E, 
IIQ(~)IIE,N~T)~Pc(~(x))~ I~IPAV-(XN~ I~1211Q(x)ll~,~~~~. 
If T is injective then this becomes 
llxll ~PC(TW)~ Id2 llxll. 
PROOF. We have CCA c rcC. Hence for all XE E 
P,cGW)= ln-‘l~c(T(x))~~~(T(x))~~c(T(x)). 
So p&T(x))< I 7tlpA (T(x)), for all XE E and it is left to show that for XE E, 
9 IIQ(~)IIE,N(T)~Pc(T(x)) and ii) PAUWI~ 1~1 IlQ(x)lb~(~). 
For x E E we have 
p,(T(x))=inf{IIZI:T(x)E&4}=inf{IIZI :T(Q(x))EAT(‘(B~,~&}= 
=infWl :QC4~~&~N~T~~, 
because T is injective. 
If Q(x) E ~%,vu-, then I/Q(x)II~,~(~)I 1 Al, and the inequality i) follows. As 
for ii), take 71 as above and J. E K such that II Q(x)11 5 IL) < In I IIQ(x)II. For this 
choice of L we have Q(x)EM~,~~~). So pA(T(x))l llzl< InlIIQ(x)ll. 
PROPOSITION. Let F be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then F con- 
tains a subset A which is compactoid and completing but not complete. 
PROOF. Fix a E co, a = (a,) with a, # 0, n = 1,2, . . . , and consider the subset 
C={(a,x,,):(x,,)~B,,,} of co. Then C = T(B,,) where T: co+ co is defined by 
T(x,) = (a,~,). Since T is compactoid, C is absolutely convex and compactoid. 
We show that C is completing. Let (yk) be a Cauchy sequence in ([C],pc). 
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We can assume that (yk) c C. So yk = T(xk), xk = (xt ) E B,, k = 1,2, . . . , and 
lii+y (Tyk+ I)) - T(xk)) = 0. B y th e 1 emma, and since T is injective, we have 
-x (I spC(T(xk+‘))- T(xk)). S o x ( k, is a Cauchy sequence in the (com- 
plete) unit ball of co. Put x= lim, xk in B,,,. Then, again by the lemma 
p&T(x)- T(xk))s ~r~~~~~x-x~~~ which shows that T(x)=lim, T(xk) in ([C],pc). 
However C is not complete, because if it were, the mapping T: c,-+R(T) 
would be an isomorphism (open mapping theorem) and this is impossible since 
T is compactoid. 
Now F contains a subspace X which is isomorphic to co. Let Z: co-+X 
denote this isomorphism and let J : X+ F be the canonical injection. Then 
(JoZ)(C)=A is the required subset of F. 
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